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A MESSAGE FROM THE HOLOCAUST WARS PROJECT ARCHITECT 
 
 

I am Jacob Sternberg, the architect of “The Holocaust Wars Project,” its 

Knowledge Base, Mission and Objectives and the primary author of its 

books, booklets, plans and their implementations. 

 

I am here to inform you about everything I can think of, imagine, laud and 

complain about the Holocaust event.   

 

Although I was a member of the academic community, this is not a “Learned 

Paper.”  It is not a business paper, although I think it will be read by 

investors. 

 

For me, the Holocaust is a Personal “Calling.”  In the past 50 plus years, I 

ran high-tech companies, some with multiple projects.  A good friend of mind 

has convinced me (repeatedly) that the reviewer of a business requires one 

to be informed about people, opportunity, deal – in that order, or else. 

 

I obey the advice of wise people 

 

Hence, my brief background comes first. 
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I. The Architect’s Message Re Oct. 7, 2023 
 
Before Jews and decent non-Jews drown in tears over the obvious 
atrocity of October 7, 2023, I wish to deliver some thoughts I deem 
imperative to say.  I am delivering these words because I have earned 
that right.  To wit: 
 

• I, Jacob Sternberg, am the architect of the entire “Holocaust War” 
saga, a certified Holocaust survivor (no camps, just hiding, very cold, 
very hungry, and many a time, fearful).  Born in June 1938 in Warsaw, 
Poland – wrong time and wrong place. 
 

• I am an eyewitness to a pogrom in Wroclaw, Poland at age seven 
(about October 1945), after WWII was over, but Jewish blood has not 
yet clotted. 

 

• Educated by university professors (at my age 8-10 inclusive) in 
Salzburg, Austria, a very clean Nazi city.  As a result of early classics 
and science education, I was at the top of any class attended in Israeli 
private schools later. 

 

• Of the 12-year inhalation of “Israel Effect” including kibbutz members 
who I spent four years in the Army, two years as a Paratroop Officer 
and a very competent warrior – not just with mouth and pen.  I was no 
big hero, just a serious chaser / destroyer of terrorists and mean / 
obnoxious U.N. “Peacekeepers.”  I never harmed an innocent person, 
Moslem, Christian, Arab or Jew. 

 

• I joined my parents in the U.S. at age 22 and discovered a blessed 
country.  To avoid excess bragging, I will just add to my resume that I 
completed all college and graduate school studies (while working near 
full time) in six years and became an engineering professor, then 
added “Inventor” and “CEO” of high-tech companies to my 
achievements. 

 

• To add to the above sketch, I want to assure you that until October 7, 
2023, I only hated a very small collection of the real “subhumans” – 
which I will gladly identify.  With that event in mind, I’ll try to tell why 
much changed. 
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Up to October 7, 2023, I didn’t much hate many people, tribes, nations, 
leaders, “wrong” ideas, “wrong” actions, the ones who are 
“uncomfortable” too many times per day (or hours), Tik Tok dancers, 
Carl Bernstein, and a modest list of Woke Harvard professors, not all. 
 

I’ll tell you what finally changed this day.  I forced myself and started 
remembering. 
 

1. Several months ago, I noticed that the news media informed me 
that the North Korean leader had scored “A hole in one” in his first 
appearance on a golf course ever.  I laughed then and said to 
myself that the news, thus reported, is just a joke and humor is a 
fantastic means to bury stupid statements. 
 

2. Several years ago, then President Obama’s “Business Wife” told 
the world that that she liked Mao because “He did it his way” – an 
insane “brilliancy” by an otherwise really intelligent woman.  Mao 
killed a huge number (tens of millions) of his countrymen and 
women with youngsters traipsing China and melting any metal they 
can for the glory of the revolution. 
It was legally accepted to kill baby girls because they’ll grow up to 
be women, that alerted me to stop giggling. 
 

3. Recently, much was reported on important jumpers from high floors 
in buildings in Moscow.  Rumors directed to Putin’s foul deeds; 
some jumpers had two bullet holes in the back of their heads. 
 

4. Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) was reported to have rulers decree to 
avoid use of any and all pesticides.  The supply of foods has 
declined to a catastrophic level causing many deaths of hungry 
populations.  This follows by geniuses proposing eating crickets, 
avoiding meats, vastly decreasing (fast and furious) the use of fossil 
fuels, bankrupting the U.S. quickly, gave Iran billions of “gifts,” 
begging Venezuela to produce their asphalt thick oils and trying to 
find ways to rid the world of old wind towers. 
I got tired of even thinking of math and energy idiots are coming to 
some silly conclusions that is only some furuncles on the way to 
finding good solutions to human problems. 
 

It dawned on me, immediately after Oct. 7, 2023, that being nice to 
idiots with high I.Q., high tolerance for people easily insulted by too 
many events / thoughts is foolish and, in some cases, you can 
demand retribution.  And in other cases, demand deaths. 
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Once you reach very dangerous thoughts, I demanded discipline from 
myself and my colleagues and move to seriously / responsibly deal 
with the extraordinary Oct. 7. 2023 event. 

 
  It took several days to put together several tests. 
 

To construct such tests, it became very clear that no matter how you 
start exploring and testing events – they require to be so extraordinary 
that the events are not comparable to anything you know / remember 
or just imagine. 

 
It will be helpful if we just think or imagine “awful” events. 

 
Thus, Step 1 – Find a historical event that you can consider as “Awful” 
in multiple ways.   
 
Let us give it a name: “The Himmler Test.”   
 
There exist many people who know Himmler’s position at the head of 
the SS.  The same people know that the SS was the huge military 
outfit responsible for the Jews’ extermination and all slave labor supply 
– via slave labor arrangements with the economic large scale industrial 
giants.   
 
Hitler died (by suicide) just three days before the Nazi surrender.  
May 8, 1945.  Evidence is iron clad and known that Himmler ordered 
that no surrender should occur for Allied camps’ dwellers.  Well, 8,000 
Allied victims were picked and stuffed by Nazi commanders into two 
warships.  The Brits sank the ships.  No survivors were left. 
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Let us toughen up our example a bit.  Let us call it “Ahmadinejad.”  
Believe it or not, Ahmadinejad is a former prime minister of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran.  He does believe that he was the religiously effective 
gift to Islam and the world, that he was “The Hidden Imam.”  He was 
instrumental in the 1979 makeover of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran.  He 
firmly believed that a “War of Civilizations” was imminent.  For this 
belief, he dared to supply immense quantities of weapons – a fact not 
denied – to multiple terror groups.  The weapons have been used as 
recently as eight weeks ago for massive casualties’ infliction. 
 
 
This particular example type was used in my extended booklet “The 
Iran Deal” and the fictional war book “The Applicants for Sainthood” – 
my book published by Amazon in June 2023. 
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The example brings up very serious, forecastable scenarios.  We believe 
that the following scenario could help us, in very plausible ways of 
shellacking the bad guys. 

 

 The more detailed scenario consists of: 
 

(1.) The days of glory for the Russian empire were over when the Soviet 
Union collapsed in 1991. 
 

• It is nearly crystal clear that supporting a collection of dependent 
states (Cuba, Venezuela, Nicaragua and others) is a very expensive 
proposition 
 

• Competing with the U.S. in “Prestigious Big Projects” such as space, 
technology innovation, medical systems and other requires vast capital 
formations. 

 

These are nearly out of reach in a country so centralized and planned 
by oligarchic near-criminal practices 
 

• A country so dependent on capital from commodities sales making for 
lopsided incentives.  Vast foreign capital sources do not trust to invest 
in command economies pipelines, in highways, in incentives to 
managers and workers of favorites recipients of contracts.  All create a 
socialist, drab, pessimistic outlook, no matter what May 1 parades 
promise. 
 

• The above is well illustrated when it needs drones from Iran to fight in 
Ukraine, when it needed mercenaries because the military has no 
honor and capability to serve its country and need mercenaries.  

 

(2.) If the above is sufficiently true, Russia must: 
 

• Keep the price of oil high, nobody buys even good Russian trucks – 
the Kamas, and nobody wants a Zhiguli. 
 

• Do all it can to make the U.S. poorer. 
The only ways to do that is to make the U.S.: 
 

• Drown in debt   •  Support the worldwide demand of taking a  
big role on CO2 reduction 
 

• Finance the dreams of the Oligarchs worldwide to have 
governments handout to their favorites in energy 
 

• Have the U.N. tax countries (its coming soon) on their GDP scale 
 

• Have huge dream projects, sucking all capital and making globalists 
richer 
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(3.) The era of China supremacy – a well-played China chapters of 
supremacy in the next few decades. 
 

• Mao could swim, could deliver many / many cases of syphilis, could 
induce a hundred million youngsters to traipse all over China with red 
little Mao books destroying millennia of Chinese culture, melting all the 
metals they find for the glory of the Revolution. 
 
What China cannot do is to repeat the leap forward for well over 500 
million people that were left from the previous leap when they decided 
that “The running mad dogs of capitalism, know a thing or two about 
economics.” 
 

• Best on Mao’s forecast, China will achieve supremacy – military and 
economic by 2049. 
 

• They will achieve this if, and only if, the U.S., India, and Africa (as a 
continent) all go to sleep. 

 

• The Chinese, need and do understand fundamentals 
 

– Big armies eat up huge budgets 
– A taste of freedom, with propaganda touting it, can and likely will, 

remain among those who did not leap forward yet 
– Growth rate of 8% per year is tough as hell! 
– Like the Soviets before you, have undertaken commitments that are 

visibly anti-American.  
 

If you know that you have no energy resources that are reliable … 
Then no 8% growth, no Tik Tok, no earth metals, no electric cars. 
 

• Make a deal with the U.S. – the only reliable source for 200 years 
Remember 1973 when OPEC quadrupled its price?  OPEC will 
be dead.  Even bribes won’t revive it. 
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Searching for Answers 
 
 

Based on the scenario postulated, we can begin to ask the questions we 
need.  We will warn that we will remember the answers.  We will assume 
that the questions we ask and the answer we hear will deal with wars. 

 
The question we ask the Chinese: “Is North Korea an ‘Asylum State’?  Yes 
or no?” 
 
The U.S. negotiator asks his Chinese important and long-term negotiating 
opponent.  Both polite rivals spend about half an hour arguing about the 
meaning of the word “Asylum.”  To the complete surprise of the U.S. 
diplomat, the answer is “No!  They are not an asylum state.”  Short pause.  
“They are smarter than both of us combined.”  Hearing this, the American 
utters, “It seems that both of us feed the hyena.  You gave him food, 
technology for both bombs and missiles and we gave him money – “bribes 
to behave” and sound as a totally insane hyena.  You, at least, get his coal 
and we get repeated complaints about their fear (“A damsel in distress”) of 
danger situation worrying about their demise by the Japanese – they 
remember WWII – and their southern rich brother, way back. 

 
 

I learned from this fictional morsel that memories are a bargaining currency 
which many a time are offered to be forgotten. 

 
 

If we continue this fictional dialogue between the polite diplomats, we can 
quickly learn that the two diplomats forgot something very important.  It is 
Iran.  So they meet again – now at an expensive restaurant in Geneva.  We 
forgot to mention that the American diplomat was, for a while, a Penn 
professor teaching at the Confucius centre while the Chinese was a Harvard 
graduate.  Once Iran was in the discussion, it got lively. 
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“Is Iran an asylum state?” asks the American. 
The Chinese has an immediate answer: “Yes, it is,” he answers without 
hesitation. 
Thus, we got the first component of the definition we seek to get a 
composite of “Evil Entity” – in this case, a state that deeply believes – as a 
devout theological entity – in a permanent warring state with infidels.  That is 
coming for certain.  There exists only one escape from death, it is 
conversion to their Islamic brand. 

 
 

The American, knowing how sensitive an Iranian is about his religion (a 
major curse is “in-al-dinak” – “about your religion”).  Asks gently: “Does that 
mean that this Islamist wants me killed?  I am not of his revered brand of 
Islam,” 
“No, he does not have to do it immediately,” says the Chinese, and smiles. 

 
 

We can make it easy for him by weakening America.  Methodically, slowly, 
as we know from the “Manchurian Candidate” and then adds (with a devilish 
smile), “You should see the work we do at Penn’s Confucius Centre where I 
am a lecturer.  Did you see what Tik Tok does, while you all think of it as 
youthful rendition of mind bending “insane” nonsense – that is what you 
think – “Propaganda delivered by dancing preteens yearning traps.”  We 
know where you live, what you do, what affects the idiot candidate you’ll 
vote for and much more, and that is not all!” 

 
 

The American, intently listening to the Chinese diplomat knows the stuff he 
hears.  “So we have a state that is “Evil” because at some point between 
now and when it is more convenient, it will seek to get rid of me – one way 
or another, but with outcome certain, with preordained Allah’s help – All this 
without me committing a crime.  What will you do with your own people born 
and bred as “Proper Members” of your religion who’ll not want to kill me.  
That will be God’s will and as I understand, these poor souls will be killed, 
the same as women with short skirts.” 
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The American could quit at this point.  Both he and his Chinese opponent 
know quite well that weakening the U.S.A. is important as an early step in 
any Iranian plan. 

 
To weaken America, it is important to: (1) Create an insane limitation – all 
self-imposed – of drilling / fracking and all  (2) Avoiding (stupidly) all sanction 
of Iran and buyers of its oil  (3) Hell-level punishment to permanent 
European appeaser and  (4) Flooding U.S.A. with an open border policy 
which invites terrorists, criminals, drugs and sex traffickers, carriers of exotic 
diseases (long conquered in the U.S.), all in the name of very dedicated 
philanthropists who ran out of charities they can support who “shower for an 
hour” keep 10,000 jets, eat crickets, dispense tampons in Canadian Men’s 
rooms and, yes, encourage Canadian eugenicists to study ridding the earth 
of “subhumans” (a law is now making its way in parliament) – all the above 
to improve the human condition.   

 
[“Plant bamboo trees, pay the Epstein girls’ damages, close up DAVOS, hire 
new 700 Harvard professors, and more constructive suggestions will follow.] 

 
 

Now back to Iran. 
 

It is: 
1. 100% Totalitarian – The mindset of rulers who require a set of beliefs, 

behavior pattern, education to precisely fit a malignant dogmatic will of a 
small dedicated minority – all on the extreme cruel side. 
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2. A terrible practice:  The Iran rulers utilize surrogates who do all the “Wet” 
(a CIA term) and “Dirty” jobs, all illegal, without any role played by mercy, 
generosity and any help to the unfortunate.  In the name of doing God’s 
work, they exhibit ultimate evil deeds. 
 
This obnoxious mindset, as bad as it is, requires the example(s) of deeds 
worse than the Nazis. 
 
Well, the Hamas fit the bill. 
 
The Hamas did on Oct. 7, 2023 what nobody ever did before.  Beheading 
babies, for one.  Utilizing hospitals, schools and mosques for planned 
battle stations thus providing no possible actions possible that will cease 
the worst violations of laws of wars. 

 
3. Utilize – 100% of the time – a perfectly verifiable set of lies on every and 

all actions of their opposition, which heroically tried to warn civilians by 
phone, fax, internet and leaflets to escape dangers, provided water and 
medicine and escape routes for “civilians.”  These holy rollers took raping 
women and enjoyed reporting the dastardly deeds for world media, an 
abomination of high order. 

 
4. The worst of all crimes committed by Hamas and Hezbollah was to cause 

U.N.- led obnoxious resolutions deflecting their obvious crime to those 
that tried to stop their abominations.  
 
The “War of Civilizations” was given its starts.  Consider 1914, 1939, 
1945, 1991 as the beginnings and ends of three World Wars and the 
fourth has started in 1992 and made serious on Oct. 7, 2023. 
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The Obvious Conclusions From the Oct. 7, 2023 Event 
 
 

• Amos, a relatively minor prophet, had the foresight of “What to do” 
about the current situation. 
Here is what Amos said: “Thus saith the Lord; for three  

transgressions of Gaza, and four, I will 
not turn away the punishment thereof; 
because they carried away captives the 
whole captivity, to deliver them to Edom.”  

(Amos, Ch 1, Verse 6) 
 

• The prophet really knew the sinners, and proceeds: 
“But I will send a fire on the wall of Gaza, 
which shall devour the palaces thereof. 
 (Amos, Ch. 1, Verse 7) 
 

• And then he knows well what will happen at the end: 
“… and the remnant of the Philistines 
shall perish, saith the Lord God.” 
 (Amos, Ch. 1, Verse 8) 
 

• Taking care of Hamas and Hezbollah, leads logically to Iran and 
policies towards Russia and China. 
It all starts with Hamas and Hezbollah. 
We’ll get to the obvious soon. 

 


